FAIR WEEK SCHEDULE

**SATURDAY:** SHOW NON-LIVESTOCK PROJECTS AND REQUIRED RECORD KEEPING/WORKBOOK OR RECORD KEEPING/EDUCATIONAL PROJECT

**SUNDAY:** BRING IN HORSES-TIME TO BE DETERMINED BY LEADER

5:00 pm to 8:00 pm – Check-in at Booth – get back numbers - pick up class sheets – make corrections **turn back in by 8:00 p.m. or will not be registered for classes**

**MONDAY:** TEAM COMPETITION MEETING 8:00 A.M. AT BOOTH

HALTER AT 9:00 A.M.

YOUNG CLOVERS AFTER HALTER CHAMPIONSHIP FOLLOWED BY DRESSAGE, JUMPING, REINING, TRAIL, AND COSTUME

**TUESDAY:** 2 RINGS RUNNING AT SAME TIME 8:00 A.M. – SHOWMANSHIP (REQUIRED AT FAIR) THEN FOLLOW REST OF SHOWBILL FOR THAT DAY.

**WEDNESDAY:** REMAINDER OF CLASSES BEGIN AT 8:00 A.M. IN BOTH RINGS

**THURSDAY:** 9:00 A.M. AT THE BOOTH QUESTIONS FOR EXTRA POINTS. THEY ARE TAKEN FROM THE 4-H HORSE SCIENCE MANUAL AND THE 4H HORSEMANSHIP MANUAL AVAILABLE AT THE EXTENSION OFFICE.

WEATHER PERMITTING – FUN CLASSES – MUST WEAR HELMETS AND RIDING BOOTS. PARENTS MAY PARTICIPATE

TEAM COMPETITION IN EVENING WEATHER PERMITTING. TIME WILL BE ANNOUNCED.

**FRIDAY:** DEPENDING ON VOLUNTEERS WE HAVE HAD PRO/AM EVENT, HORSE JUDGING OR JUDGED OBSTACLE COURSE, ETC.

**SATURDAY:** NATIONAL BARREL SHOW – 4HERS CAN PARTICIPATE BUT MAY REQUIRE PRE-REGISTRATION AND THEY MUST WEAR THEIR HELMETS.
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